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Cooperation Projects

• China-ASEAN Cooperation Program
• Bilateral cooperation with Cambodia and Nepal
• Potential technical project, e.g. Application of Beidou-Based ADS-B technology
China-ASEAN Cooperation Program

Aviation Safety Management Training Course

• Sponsored by China
• Held in Beijing June 8-12, 2015
• 13 Attendees from 5 ASEAN countries, including Cambodia, Nepal, and Indonesia.
• Similar training course planned in 2016 and beyond.
Bilateral Cooperation Projects

Cambodia
• High-level official visit.
• Cooperation discussed and project in agreement.
• Positive response.

Nepal
• Email exchanges. Awaiting further response.

... As the future step,
New States in consideration,
More resources in need.
(e.g. funding, experts, partners)
Potential Technical Project: Promoting Beidou-Based ADS-B Application

- To enhance aviation safety and promote cooperation between China and other Asian States in the field of aviation data and communication network.

- Interested States to be selected.
Thank you!